Directly data processing algorithm for multi-wavelength pyrometer (MWP).
Data processing of multi-wavelength pyrometer (MWP) is a difficult problem because unknown emissivity. So far some solutions developed generally assumed particular mathematical relations for emissivity versus wavelength or emissivity versus temperature. Due to the deviation between the hypothesis and actual situation, the inversion results can be seriously affected. So directly data processing algorithm of MWP that does not need to assume the spectral emissivity model in advance is main aim of the study. Two new data processing algorithms of MWP, Gradient Projection (GP) algorithm and Internal Penalty Function (IPF) algorithm, each of which does not require to fix emissivity model in advance, are proposed. The novelty core idea is that data processing problem of MWP is transformed into constraint optimization problem, then it can be solved by GP or IPF algorithms. By comparison of simulation results for some typical spectral emissivity models, it is found that IPF algorithm is superior to GP algorithm in terms of accuracy and efficiency. Rocket nozzle temperature experiment results show that true temperature inversion results from IPF algorithm agree well with the theoretical design temperature as well. So the proposed combination IPF algorithm with MWP is expected to be a directly data processing algorithm to clear up the unknown emissivity obstacle for MWP.